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Sara Exelby22:13 24 Jan 24

Myself and partner cannot thank Nick enough for all his help during the visa process. I would highly recommended using this service. He guided us through every step of the way ensuring we had a smooth visa application. His wealth of knowledge and quick response helped alleviate the stress of the application process. We are now back together in Australia. Thank you.




Tanya Kaiposu03:57 07 Nov 23

I find the agent very helpful and very quick to respond to my questions.




Skye Kennedy22:18 06 Sep 23

Nick was extremely helpful! We were so worried about this whole PMV process and Nick was extremely reassuring. He had so much knowledge. Couldn't recommend him enough! Found him through Facebook helping general enquiries which encouraged us to choose Nick. Thank you so much for all your help!!!




Jo Moore23:28 14 Jun 23

So thankful to Nick and the team at Coral Coast Migration Service for successfully obtaining my Australian Citizenship for me. The process they employ is seamless and makes it so easy for applicants such as myself applying under what is a very overwhelming process. Thank you




Maigi Kõrbe06:23 05 Mar 23

I highly recommend Nick from Coral Coast Migration Services. Nick is professional, very knowledgeable and always replies quickly to the questions. He goes above and beyond to provide the best service. He makes sure you have all the documents needed. So, if you are looking for a migration agent- he is the best.




Nerissa Jimenez04:55 05 Mar 23

Nick was straight forward to answer with all my question and was able to help me with my complicated situation right away.Time was the essence, and Nick came through for us. My application wouldn't  have happened without his help. Professional advice is priceless. ORSM. Would recommend Coral Coast Migration Service!




Debi Carmi05:29 13 Feb 23

bloody amazing!! So thorough that it took less than 3 months to get my visa sorted!




Cara Miles04:23 21 Jan 23

We cannot thank Nick enough for the work he put in to getting our PMV, Partner visa and now permanent residency approved. Including following up re the status of our application during covid, putting in a complaint on our behalf etc. He made the process less stressful by telling us what documents we needed to supply and answering all questions promptly. I would not hesitate to recommend CCMS to anyone needing support around migration applications. Thank you, Nick!!!




Thomas Titan11:18 11 Jan 23

Absolutely fantastic service, my partner and I strongly recommend Nick. Was able to help with every question and give great information durring the process. Was processed and sorted quickly thanks to his process of information collecting




Zunnun misri09:32 10 Nov 22

It had been an amazing journey. Nick is an wonderful and professional person. He has vast knowledge and heaps of experience in partner visa. I have done the entire process through email and from a different state.he replies very prompt to any inquiries and he has a portal for his clients  and questionnaires that makes all the paperwork easy both for the client and for him as well. All you gotta do is upload the files and evidences in given places. Nickis very very organised in paperwork and evidences. I applied for my workrights and next day it got approved without an interview. My visa process that seemed almost impossible made possible by coral coast migration and Nick.ThanksRaian.




Maries Ross09:01 03 Nov 22

I AM GREATFUL TO HAVE THE CORAL COAST MIGRATION AGENT,( Nick van vorst)THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR ALL YOUR HARD WORK ,EFFORT AND HELP, FROM THE BEGINNING OF MY VISA UNTIL I AM BECOME AN AUSTRALIAN CITIZEN, AND NOW ON MY 2 CHILDREN VISA GRANTED!!!  I HIGHLY RECOMMENDED




Synat Net07:32 08 Aug 22

Great service. I'm not hesitate to give Coral Coast 5 stars 👍👍👍




Tilda Lörhammer07:42 07 Jun 22

Nick has been super helpful throughout the whole proscess. I got my PR in 8 months thanks to all his help and advice. Me and my partner couldn’t be happier!




M-Sh04:20 03 Mar 22

I just called Nick to get advice about this Ukraine war situation for an immediate family member and Nick was happily and patiently talked with me on it. Great gentleman.




keshar thapa22:15 10 Feb 22






Amanda T06:30 18 Jan 22

I wholeheartedly recommend CCMS and in particular migration agent Nick Van Voorst. He helped us waive the 2-year wait to get my Permanent Residency just a couple weeks after I was granted Temporary Residency, by advising on additional evidence on our long-term relationship at the time of application, as well as putting together a formal letter to request the PR grant and advising how to submit it all. He was super quick, dependable, thorough and also very pragmatic and straightforward managing our expectations, whilst being supportive and really invested in our case. Really glad we found him.




J Cope02:30 10 Dec 21

Nick @ CCMS has guided us through a process which can be stressful at times. Having not having an agent to deal with things would have been a nightmare I’m sure. Having peace of mind that everything is in good hands is  paramount. I highly recommend Nick Van Voorst, he does his homework on his profession, and that speaks volumes.We now have our Visa granted and can move forward with our lives. Thanks again Nick!J & C




Adrian R03:05 25 Nov 21






Melinda Hill23:41 06 Nov 21

Nick at Coral Coast Migration Service was great to deal with and made the whole visa application process so easy for my fiance and I.  He has a wealth of knowledge and explains things in a factual common sense way.  He is quick to respond to queries. If you are wondering if its worth getting an agent - it is!  Takes all the stress and any uncertainty you may have away.  My fiance and I highly recommend Coral Coast Migration Service.  Thank you Nick!




Vinh Vuong21:14 04 Nov 21






philip rapinett02:18 12 Oct 21

after such a horrible experiance with a Immigration Lawyer for the 300 visa Nick was like a breath of fresh air.The best decision to use the services of CCMS.Highly recomended for those that have had a difficult time with the stressful visa application process.Thank you all so much




Luke v22:38 25 Aug 21

Nick went above and beyond in his service provided for us. His support and advice from the initial consult, during the application process and post visa grant has been incredible.




Jen W03:32 19 Aug 21

Nick is so knowledgeable and incredibly professional and from the outset we felt in really safe hands with our partner visa. We were very impressed with Nick’s speed of communication from the first email and he was readily available to answer questions via email or phone throughout what is a really stressful process.We were shocked to received our off-shore partner visa in just 6 months and wouldn’t hesitate to recommend Nick to anyone applying from an Australian visa in future.




Luke Frisken09:17 07 Jun 21

We had a consultation with Nick, and he helped us with our partner visa application questions, a year later now and our application was successful!




Natalia Elliott21:42 30 Apr 21

My partner and I are very thankful and grateful that we chose Nick to assist us in applying for the partner visa (sc 820). Nick was such a delight to work with and went above and beyond to ensure that this was a stress-free journey for us. My 820 was granted in less than 2months! We recommend anyone who wanted to apply partner visa to ask Nick for assistance. We will definitely be using his service again to apply for 801.




Mary Jane Fernandez08:03 06 Apr 21

Responsive and helpful for inquiries.




Laura Murphy09:32 21 Jan 21






vinh vương02:40 06 Oct 20

Being overwhelmed with process for applying visa, Nick was there to help me get through with his dedication and hard working toward his client..I would highly recommend Nick to anyone who are still struggling to find the trustworthy and talented immigration agent.




Asad Rana01:57 15 Sep 20

Nick was extremely helpful, and knowledgeable about how to tackle issue with my partner visa application. His expert advice got me the grant the very next day! The overall service was above and beyond my expectations. He was extremely responsive, and answered to all my queries throughout (something I didn't experience with other agents). He responded to every email, every question extremely quickly and professionally to put my mind at ease about the situation. I highly recommend Coral Coast Migration Service, possibly one of the best out there!




Col Chamings06:29 23 Jul 20

Words cannot express the  personal, professional and value of the agent's dedication to each and every applied for visa.We used Coral Coast's services for two separate visas being a Student subclass 500 and a Permanent Residency visa.We have no hesitation in recommending Coral Coast Migration Service for any and all visa applications, going far above and beyond just applying for visas.Thank you Nick for all your efforts and personalisation for us.Colin & Xia Chamings




Max Lim00:19 27 May 20

When other agencies told me I have to go offshore when my visa was refused Nick helped to sort it out without going offshore.




A F06:21 28 Apr 20

Easy and  Very very good servic 100% thank you very very much nik




Lisa kaiankim11:40 05 Mar 20






Zain Sharar03:49 07 Feb 20

I would like to highly commend Nick for his professionalism and exceptional customer services.




Kibibi Jones05:21 06 Feb 20

My experience with Nick has been nothing but amazing. He has managed my application from initially PMV  up to my Permanent Residency. The whole visa process can be stressful but having Nick manage my application took so much of the stress away as he is very professional, thorough and very prompt at replying to emails. I would highly recommend Nick for all your visa needs.Thank you Nick for all the amazing work you’ve done.




She P10:45 16 Dec 19

Very helpful, organized, and prompt! Both my Partner visas 820 and 801 were approved really fast. Nick is very reliable and even when he was on holidays, we didn't worry at all as we knew that he got everything sorted for our application. We will forever be thankful for Nick's assistance :) I will 101% recommend his service to anyone who needs it!




Naomi MacKinnon23:00 30 Oct 19

Amazing work Nick!! You were so thorough getting all the paperwork together for our Visa applications and it paid off, the visa came through so quickly.  thanks for your help




surena devillers10:41 21 Oct 19

Nick helped me through the whole process. From the basic visa to now citizenship, Nick has always been present and reliable whatever question i had.I seriously wouldnt recommand anybody else.👍👍😊




Cairns Cleaning Contractors23:46 02 Jul 19

I have recently been able to see Nick in action with his work as a migration agent. If you are looking for someone to help you navigate the mazes of the Australian migration legislation, then it makes sense to use someone that not only knows the way but also someone that can help you with professional empathy




Carlé Delport18:06 07 Jun 19

Excellent service, fast and efficient. Would highly recommend CCMS.




Marge Simpson00:16 31 May 19

My Fiancé (who is from Morocco) and I have been successful in being granted our Prospective Spouse VISA in 5 months. Choosing Nick as our representative was the best decision we made. We tried to navigate the process ourselves and WOW we were confused. The day we hired Nick, the process became clear, concise and organised. Nick answered all our questions promptly, guided us patiently, and helped us put together what must have been a rock solid application. Getting the correct certifications and papers in Morocco took a long time. Each department my Fiancé went to told him different things. Many the wrong things. But with Nick knowing exactly what is required, we knew what we needed and did not make any mistakes in our application. Thank you Nick for your 5 star service! Absolutely fantastic  ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️




Merve perçin07:13 22 Mar 19

I applied my visa from outside Australia.Nick's service helped me a lot in this process. Solve every problem right away and answered my questions quickly. At the end I got my residency in 10 months (progress time was 14-29 months on border.gov.au)Applying and waiting for a residency visa can be so frustrating and nerve racking sometimes  it was so good to be work someone professional and experienced like Nick.




Claire Mok05:29 18 Mar 19

Amazing service. Nick was extremely knowledgeable, accessible and helped me get through my visa crisis. Kudos and would highly recommend to anyone.




shanen G00:24 04 Mar 19

I am from the PHILIPPINES and that alone surmised how complicated my case was. Finding the right RMA can prove tricky. I needed to find someone that I could trust. I placed my family's life in Nick's hand and though it had been such a roller coaster, it was well worth it in the end. Nick had been professional, straight to the point and level headed with the situation. I never stop recommending him specially to couples who are on the same boat as us.




Carl Crossman02:07 24 Feb 19

Nick is the definition of "professional" he is extremely knowledgeable in all matters relating to immigration. He has successfully guided my partner and I through the trials and tribulations of our application. I have no hesitation in recommending Nick and his company for all things immigration.Good onya Nick cheers




Matt Lainson04:05 28 Dec 18

After endless google searches and reading forums relating to partner visas, we decided to engage a professional to guide us and advise us. Nick (CCMS) gave us exactly what we wanted, clear and accurate advice on how to go about obtaining a visa, followed up by regular updates and strategies. The visa was granted by the department in the time frame that Nick advised. We couldn't be any happier with Nick's professional service and we highly recommend Nick and CCMS to anyone about to embark upon a visa voyage.




Rod William03:44 12 Dec 18

As always very professional service. I have used this company 5 times and always was a pleasant experience and always a positive result. Would recommend to anyone




leah delit03:38 12 Dec 18






cherry Fernandez11:21 24 Nov 18

Nick has been a great fellow traveler in our journey to getting a PR in Australia. His patience and commitment to help us get through the occasional difficult challenges along the way has sustained us. Thank you, Nick and we owe you a visit...someday soon!




Joahna Varela13:41 16 Oct 18






Ezreena Yahya01:17 20 Sep 18

My partner and I filed a partner visa application last December through Nick, which has just been approved this month! A big part of the (surprisingly) quick turnaround can be attributed to Nick, who is very knowledgeable, organised, and reliable. Even when he went on holiday, he was always more than happy to respond to our emails. We couldn’t have had a more pleasant and professional experience. We wish you all the best, Nick!




Francis GAMANA05:24 29 Jun 18

I would like to thank Mr Nick van Voorst for his assistance in making me understand a dilemma I had with Bridging visas and Student visas.Thank you so much for being so prompt Mr van Voorst. I truly appreciate your time and help.Wish you all the best,Febie




Sophie Norrie00:45 26 Jun 18

Coral Coast deserves 5 stars!I applied for my student visa through them & had it granted in time as I wished.I recommend you do too! They’re very reliable & trustworthy.Need your visa to be granted? They are the right team for you.




Jenny Armstead01:01 23 May 18

Provided a very thorough and personalised service to get our visa prepared within a short timeframe. Nick is dedicated to his work and went above and beyond with his time to ensure we had everything required for our visa and all our queries were answered. Well worth the investment as he makes the process simple and will work through the complexities of the visa process for you. 5/5 & would recommend to anyone.




Julie McClelland21:13 08 May 18






Myckel van Herk11:34 16 Apr 18

Very pleased with the responses on our queries and overall a great agent. Highly recommended for complex cases.




Matthew Foster21:39 13 Apr 18

Great service supplied by Nick, he assisted with partner visa for my wife from the Philippines, he's always there to ask any questions with prompt responses on email, can highly recommend.




Jacob Cockle03:53 25 Aug 17

Very passionate about what they do to help people with their visa's. Highly recommend 👍
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